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Hi!

If you see this page you are in the InterSystems Developer Community!

You are very welcome!

This is the place where you can read about and discuss InterSystems products and technologies: InterSystems IRIS, Caché, Ensemble, HealthShare, DeepSee, and iKnow.

What type of content can I find here?

We have three types of content on Developer Community(DC): articles, questions, announcements. And answers to questions. And videos.

The articles are about the best practices and experience with InterSystems technology and products. Both InterSystems employees and community members post articles. You can find release notes and new features descriptions and the articles regarding experiences and InterSystems technology examples.

And of course, its a place where you can ask your question and get the answer from the most experienced engineers in InterSystems technology from all over the world.

Why register?

Register on DC to post and comment articles, ask questions and give answers regarding InterSystems Data Platforms, solutions built with InterSystems Data Platforms and tools, technologies and approaches which help to build, deploy and maintain solutions on InterSystems Data Platforms. Here are the guidelines on how to post.

Note! Moderators may remove posts that are not related to InterSystems products and technologies.

InterSystems Developers community code of conduct.

Registered members can vote. Vote if you like an article, a question or an answer.

When should I vote down?

Use your downvotes whenever you encounter an egregiously sloppy, no-effort-expended post, or an answer that is clearly and perhaps dangerously incorrect.

If you downvote, please consider adding a comment if you think the post can be improved.

See more about votes.

How does the site work?
Posts are categorized by Tags. There are mandatory tags, which called Groups in editing. Mandatory tags are related either to InterSystems Products, or InterSystems Services. You need to supply at least one of these tags. Tags are tags, the things which help to categorize posts. You can subscribe for tags to get notifications via email or RSS.

Also, you can follow the member you like - it's a subscription to member's posts and comments.

On the main page, you can see the feed of posts where the topmost is the either latest posted or the latest commented or answered.

You can use feed filters to see only the tags you subscribed, the most voted and new postings as well.

Also, we have DC analytics site to check some figures about DC members, posts, answers, etc.

For all the rest see the Developer Community FAQ.

Subscriptions and notifications

Registered members can receive email notifications regarding different actions on the Developers Community. Please see this article how to deal with that.

Also, everyone can subscribe to RSS: for everything and for specific tags.

InterSystems Global Masters!

It’s our InterSystems Advocacy Hub. If think you are an advocate of InterSystems Technology please join the team of hundreds of InterSystems advocates all over the world. We’ll provide you challenges, badges, and rewards of course. See the details.

InterSystems Open Exchange!

Find tools, frameworks, solutions, technology examples on InterSystems Open Exchange! Learn more.

What else?

If you have any questions about the site, ask in this group or see the FAQ.

We have Twitter to tweet about all what is valuable in Developer Community and Facebook page if you like it more.

Here is InterSystems Developers LinkedIn information channel and InterSystems Developers LinkedIn Group.

And we have DC Telegram channel for the same purpose if you like Telegram.

And we started the InterSystems Developers YouTube Channel

And also we have Developer Community Subreddit for all the most interesting announcements.

Welcome to InterSystems Developer Community!
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